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Abstract: 
Multi-core and multi-processor systems are becoming increasingly popular. However, our ability to effectively 
harness the power of parallelism is predicated upon advances in tools and algorithms for analyzing and 
verifying concurrent programs. Concurrent programs are notoriously difficult to write, and a key reason for this 
is the behavioral complexity resulting from the large number of interleavings of concurrent components.  
 
In this talk, I will introduce a symbolic predictive analysis for runtime detection of concurrency errors, by 
monitoring and subsequently analyzing the execution traces of a program. This analysis consists of two steps: 
First, we derive a symbolic predictive model using the trace information collected at run time as well as the 
program source code. What this model captures are not just the given traces, but all possible interleavings of 
events of these traces. Then, we use symbolic reasoning to check whether there are concurrency errors in any of 
these interleavings. This is done by capturing these interleavings and the error conditions using a suitable set of 
first-order logic formulas, and deciding these formulas using a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solver. 
Although the primary focus is to reduce the verification cost associated with today’s dominating practice of 
explicit parallel programming, the predictive model and analysis techniques can be used to address other 
important issues such as performance and security. 
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